Ratingen, March 2021
AVA product range extension

Müller Quadax: Our partner for metal-seated butterfly valves
As a sales partner of müller quadax gmbh, we have added an important valve brand for the sector of metalseated butterfly valves to our product range. The cooperation includes close collaboration in the field of
stock valves as well as in the project business.
As the only one distributor in Europe, we offer the proven Quadax® butterfly valves in carbon steel quality
from stock in Lug Type and Double Flanged version according to DIN and ASME standards.

Lug Type butterfly valve with manual gearbox

Double flanged butterfly valve with manual
gearbox

müller quadax gmbh, as part of müller co-ax ag, has over 60 years of experience in manufacturing of
industrial valves. Here the Quadax® four offset butterfly valves were developed, which established a new
dimension of safety. Today, this innovative company has fully equipped 5-axis machining centers that
ensure its production process is among the most advanced in the world. The company's extensive
expertise also makes Quadax valves the resource of choice - especially in applications where extreme
conditions dominate and uncompromising quality is essential. Safety through in-house production - 100%
Made in Germany.
All valves, made by Quadax are produced exclusively in-house. This ensures both maximum safety and a
high level of flexibility when it comes to special customized solutions and modifications for specific
application areas. Products include metal-seated four offset butterfly valves (DN50 up to DN1800, PN10
up to PN160) in a variety of materials. These include steel, stainless steel, high alloys, and special
materials for cryogenic applications. Of course, all products comply with the respective applicable national
and international standards, which are comprehensively documented and certified.
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Best practice
Our cooperation with müller quadax is already showing initial success. In the air separator division at Linde,
already many valves are used for the oxygen range and also the cryogenic range. Both ASA, our company
for valve service, and müller quadax are approved for this services at Linde. Thus, joint projects can be
handled strategically with high effciency. Also in other segments, our reliable delivery times and the high
quality of müller quadax products ensure sustainable success.

About AVA:
For almost 50 years AVA® has been the leading wholesaler of industrial valves according to DIN and ASME
standards in Europe. As a long-standing exclusive partner of the leading manufacturers worldwide, AVA
serves customers in the chemical and petrochemical industries as well as plant engineering and power
plant technology with industrial valves at short notice from four sales and warehouse locations in Germany,
the Netherlands and Great Britain.
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